	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  

8K Miles Software Services (“8K Miles”), the leading provider
of secure cloud solutions today announced the availability of
CloudEzRx™ to help Pharmaceutical & Life Sciences
companies eliminate challenges while migrating and operating
in the Cloud.
San Francisco, California, March 19, 2015 -- 8K Miles, the leading provider of secure
cloud solutions announced today the release of CloudEzRx™, a cloud-platform designed
to meet the specific needs of Pharmaceutical/Life Sciences industry and its regulations to
promote & accelerate application adoption in the Cloud. It’s designed to meet security,
analytical and operational needs while addressing the unique regulatory compliance
requirements faced by Pharmaceutical and Life Sciences companies.
Pharmaceutical and Life Sciences companies constantly face competitive pressures as
they plan to bring new drugs to the market quickly and cost effectively. Cloud solutions
provide opportunity, agility and increased efficiencies, but at the same time it may create
disruptions, challenges and conflicts for any IT organization.
CloudEzRx™ has been designed with an ultimate goal in mind: to address qualification
and validation compliance for applications running on the cloud, with the larger purpose
of empowering Pharmaceutical and Life Sciences enterprises to utilize cloud services
across value and supply chains.
Both key components of the CloudEzRx™ service (Application & Platform) have been
qualified and validated to comply with appropriate regulatory bodies. Whether the Client
is considering Platform as a service, Infrastructure as a service, Software as a Service or
building in-house application - CloudEzRx™ platform is designed as a one-stop solution
for all and any Security, Compliance, Automation, Operations, Migration and Cost
Optimization needs and objectives that allow Pharmaceutical enterprises to maximize
cost savings, improve and maintain optimal levels of operational efficiency and fully
regain control over their existing IT infrastructure.
In addition, the 8K Miles Governance Console provides a complete set of data analytics
for each department without compromising the enterprise security and overall business
agility. CloudEzRx™ from 8KMiles helps Pharmaceutical companies to eliminate any
potential challenges, risks and conflicts without compromising the benefits derived from
using Cloud solutions.
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“CloudEzRx™ helps pharmaceuticals to “Embrace the Cloud” rather than just migrate,”
said Anand Kumar (AK), Vice President of 8K Miles.
Suresh Venkatachari, CEO of 8KMiles added: “This was a large undertaking, but we
didn’t do it alone. We listened carefully to our Pharmaceutical clients and developed a
solution that specifically fits their unique needs.”
Senior Director of Enterprise Architecture at a large Pharmaceutical company that had
deployed CloudEzRx™ solution earlier this year said: “Solid implementation by 8K
Miles has brought our IT, a great foundation for realizing the secured cloud capabilities.
Exceptional team support and leadership provided by 8K Miles were key ingredients for
making our cloud journey a reality.”	
  
The 8KMiles team looks forward to helping its clients fully “Embrace the Cloud” by
utilizing and capitalizing on the unique features and benefits that CloudEzRx™ has to
offer.

About 8K Miles Software Services (www.8kmiles.com):
8K Miles Software Services Ltd is a global Cloud & Security solutions company
headquartered in the San Francisco Bay area and a publicly traded company listed on
Indian Stock Exchanges (NSE and BSE). 8KMiles Software Services provides digital
technology solutions – SMAC (Social, Mobile, Analytics and Cloud) for seamless
connectivity between consumers, SMBs, enterprises and government agencies secured
with EzIAM™ SaaS offering and our patented MISP™ platform for accelerated Business
Partner federations.
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